Stone Message
Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a additional experience and exploit by spending more cash. yet when? get you say you will that you require to acquire those all needs once having
signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend even more in the region of the globe, experience, some
places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your certainly own time to accomplishment reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Stone Message below.

Appendix to the House and Senate Journals of the General Assembly, State of Missouri Missouri.
General Assembly 1895
Fires on the Mountain Laura Beth Sherman 1980 An interesting study on "terrorist" tactics in
the Balkans focusing on the case of the kidnapping of the American missionary Ellen Stone by the
Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO) at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The Dying World Omnibus John Triptych 2017-09-26 The ﬁrst three books of this epic sci-ﬁ
adventure series (Lands of Dust, City of Delusions, The Maker of Entropy) are now available in one
volume! Millions of years from now, the planet is dying. The oceans have dried into plains of ash.
Strange, lethal creatures ravage the land. The surviving pockets of humanity eke out a brutal
existence. But some humans have also evolved—into Magi, men who can move objects with a
mere thought, and Strigas, women who can control others' minds. In this strange and exotic
setting, a powerful telepathic protector must accompany a mysterious boy to bring hope to a
dying planet. Explore Dying World, a new dystopian science ﬁction series in the tradition of Jack
Vance’s The Dying Earth, Gene Wolfe’s Book of the New Sun, Frank Herbert’s Dune, Edgar Rice
Burroughs's John Carter of Mars, and Star Wars—as only John Triptych could tell it!
Celestial Angel Messages Brian M Holmes 2021-06-20 Celestial Angel Messages: From Jesus and
Other Spirits of Light is a collection of messages which I have sought and received from Celestial
Angels, friends and guides in spirit, and spirit family members. The messages speak at great
length about the Divine Love, what it is and how to get it, and about important topics which will
be of interest to those people who are spiritually minded, are concerned with their soul, think
about the afterlife and the spirit world, or would like to know more about God, Jesus or other
Celestial Angels and spirits.
The Story of Stone Jing Wang 1992 In this pathbreaking study of three of the most familiar texts in
the Chinese tradition—all concerning stones endowed with magical properties—Jing Wang
develops a monumental reconstruction of ancient Chinese stone lore. Wang’s thorough and
systematic comparison of these classic works illuminates the various tellings of the stone story
and provides new insight into major topics in traditional Chinese literature. Bringing together
Chinese myth, religion, folklore, art, and literature, this book is the ﬁrst in any language to amass
the sources of stone myth and stone lore in Chinese culture. Uniting classical Chinese studies with
contemporary Western theoretical concerns, Wang examines these stone narratives by analyzing
intertextuality within Chinese traditions. She oﬀers revelatory interpretations to long-standing
critical issues, such as the paradoxical character of the monkey in The Journey to the West, the
circularity of narrative logic in The Dream of the Red Chamber, and the structural necessity of the
stone tablet in Water Margin. By both challenging and incorporating traditional sinological
scholarship, Wang’s The Story of Stone reveals the ideological ramiﬁcations of these three literary
works on Chinese cultural history and makes the past relevant to contemporary intellectual
discourse. Specialists in Chinese literature and culture, comparative literature, literary theory, and
religious studies will ﬁnd much of interest in this outstanding work, which is sure to become a
standard reference on the subject.
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Japanese Hot Stone Massage Mark Hess 2002
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War Robert Underwood Johnson 1887
A Companion to the War Film Douglas A. Cunningham 2016-05-31 A Companion to the War
Film contains 27 original essays that examine all aspects of the genre, from the traditional war
ﬁlm, to the new global nature of conﬂicts, to the diverse formats war stories assume in today’s
digital culture. It includes new work from experienced and emerging scholars that expands the
scope of the genre by applying fresh theoretical approaches and archival resources to the study
of war ﬁlms. The essays discuss “the combat ﬁlm” but then also move beyond those limited
conﬁnes to cover home-front ﬁlms, international and foreign- language ﬁlms, and the uses of
alternative media—including Internet videos, military recruitment ads, government-produced
ﬁlms, and TV programs—across a range of conﬂicts, nations, and time periods. The essays
address complex questions of gender, race, forced internment, international terrorism, and war
protest in ﬁlms such as American Sniper, Good Kill, Grace is Gone, Gran Torino, The Messenger,
Snow Falling on Cedars, So Proudly We Hail, Tae Guk Gi: The Brotherhood of War, Tender
Comrade, and Zero Dark Thirty. Taken together, these essays provide a nuanced vision of war ﬁlm
that brings the genre ﬁrmly into the 21st century and points the way for exciting future
scholarship.
History of North Carolina: From 1783 to 1925 Samuel A'Court Ashe 1925
Governor's Message ... West Virginia 1915
Stone Cutters' Journal 1925
Heal Your Mind, Body, and Soul with Massage Katherine E. Smith LMT 2019-09-27 Do you
ever wonder what massage therapy is? Where did it come from? And what’s all involved with it? In
this book, you will learn the diﬀerent types of massages, types of pressure used, history of
massage therapy, beneﬁts of massage therapy, contraindications for massage therapy, medical
and mental conditions helped by massage therapy, pain conditions helped by massage therapy,
and tips on ﬁnding a good massage therapist. Katherine E. Smith is a nationally certiﬁed and
licensed massage therapist in the State of Florida. She has practiced massage therapy for twentyone years. She has worked in numerous places, such as day spas, massage clinics, a ﬁtness
center, and with a chiropractor. She has been an active member of the American Massage
Therapy Association since 1997.
Templars on Trek Otto Lohmüller 2021-08-15 The Knights Templar in this book do not wear
armour, but Scout uniforms; they are fresh boys of the Panther and Seagull patrols on their
Whitsun trip in the south of France. But with the same pride as those medieval warriors they wear
the Knights Templar cross, along with the scout lily, as a symbol of their troop name. None of the
boys would have dreamed that they would be drawn into a tremendous adventure through this.
Who is the mysterious Dark One? Where did Torti go? Are the riddles solved at the Cathar Castle?
This is not a ﬁctitious story; it was really experienced, and is described to us in a gripping manner
by Otto Lohmüller, the leader of the happy band, who also contributes the illustrations and
expressive portraits as well as the painting and the design of the title.
Weird and Wonderful Spa Treatments and Massage - The Guide from Pearl Escapes 2014 Pearl
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Howie 2013-11-15 From Key Largo to Shanghai Pearl has tried it all and lived to tell the tale.
Discover the weird and wonderful world of spa treatments in this informative, humorous and down
to earth guide, which explains how to spa from the simplest massage to the most unusual
treatments. Each experience has been tried and tested by the author so, as well as the deﬁnition
of the treatment, you'll ﬁnd out exactly how it feels and what the after eﬀects were. Also includes
recommendations for spas with exceptional treatments. A must for spa goers, therapists and spa
managers too!
Practicing for Today's Tests--Level 6 Language Arts Suzanne Barchers 2015-02-13 Expand sixth
grade students' knowledge base and prepare them for Next Generation Assessments by
incorporating these engaging, rigorous practice exercises into their daily learning. The practice
tests in this e-book are the perfect preparation tool for Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium
(SBAC), Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), State of Texas
Assessment of Academic Readiness (STAAR), and other state testing. Higher-level questions,
multi-step problems, and higher-order thinking skills required on these tests will take a lot of
practice before students can become comfortable with the test. By implementing this resource
into instruction, students will expand their skill set and be given the necessary tools needed to
excel on these assessments. Featuring TIME FOR KIDS® content, this digital resource oﬀers
experience with questions similar to those that appear on todays assessments and includes ten
high-interest informational texts, four engaging literature passages, three poems, and three
reader's theater scripts; 16 as standalone exercise texts and two sets of paired exercise texts.
Each text incorporates: questions for key ideas and details, craft and structure, integration of
knowledge and ideas, and one or two constructed response questions based on technologyenhanced questions on the real tests. Not only will students enjoy preparing for assessments
through these exercises, educators will feel fulﬁlled knowing they're setting their students up for
21st century success.
Crystal and Stone Massage Michael Gienger 2015-01-24 A full-color guide to crystal massage
for healing, energy balance, and stress release in the physical, emotional, and energetic bodies •
Illustrates full-body massage techniques with crystal wands, crystal spheres, polished stones, and
amber • Details the healing properties of more than 50 crystals and gemstones and how to select
the proper one for a speciﬁc condition • Explains how to cleanse and recharge crystal, gemstone,
and amber after each massage so energies are not transferred from one person to another In this
full-color illustrated guide, Michael Gienger, along with contributors Hildegard Weiss and Ursula
Dombrowksy, details the energetics and healing properties of more than 50 crystals and
gemstones for use in massage. The book explains how to select the proper crystal or stone to aid
healing of a speciﬁc condition as well as for relaxation and stress release. It illustrates speciﬁc
massage techniques with crystal wands, crystal spheres, and polished stones that best utilize the
crystal or stone’s properties and shows how to perform a full-body massage that works on several
levels--physical, ethereal, mental, and spiritual--depending on how the crystals are applied.
Explaining how crystals absorb energy and information during a massage, the guide shows how to
cleanse and recharge their energetic ﬁelds so energies are not transferred from one person to
another. It also details how to rebalance and replenish your own energy after giving a massage.
The book also includes a detailed chapter on the harmonizing eﬀects of amber massage,
complete with a step-by-step illustrated massage sequence. Amber’s unique electromagnetic
vibrations make it especially conducive to creating homeostasis in the body and thus a beneﬁcial
addition to any crystal or stone massage practice. With this complete illustrated guide, anyone
can enhance their massage practice or self-healing through the powerful eﬀects of crystals,
gemstones, and amber.
The biblical museum James Comper Gray 1871
Public Opinion 1887
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of Ohio, in Bank Ohio.
Supreme Court 1872
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The Preacher's Analyst 1882
The Coronation Chair and Stone of Scone Warwick Rodwell 2013-06-02 Constructed in 1297?1300
for King Edward I, the Coronation Chair ranks amongst the most remarkable and precious
treasures to have survived from the Middle Ages. It incorporated in its seat a block of sandstone,
which the king seized at Scone, following his victory over the Scots in 1296. For centuries,
Scottish kings had been inaugurated on this symbolic ‘Stone of Scone’, to which a copious
mythology had also become attached. Edward I presented the Chair, as a holy relic, to the Shrine
of St Edward the Confessor in Westminster Abbey, and most English monarchs since the
fourteenth century have been crowned in it, the last being HM Queen Elizabeth II, in 1953. The
Chair and the Stone have had eventful histories: in addition to physical alterations, they suﬀered
abuse in the eighteenth century, suﬀragettes attached a bomb to them in 1914, they were hidden
underground during the Second World War, and both were damaged by the gang that
sacrilegiously broke into Westminster Abbey and stole the Stone in 1950. It was recovered and
restored to the Chair, but since 1996 the Stone has been exhibited on loan in Edinburgh Castle.
Now somewhat battered through age, the Chair was once highly ornate, being embellished with
gilding, painting and coloured glass. Yet, despite its profound historical signiﬁcance, until now it
has never been the subject of detailed archaeological recording. Moreover, the remaining fragile
decoration was in need of urgent conservation, which was carried out in 2010?12, accompanied
by the ﬁrst holistic study of the Chair and Stone. In 2013 the Chair was redisplayed to celebrate
the Diamond Jubilee of the Coronation of HM The Queen. The latest investigations have revealed
and documented the complex history of the Chair: it has been modiﬁed on several occasions, and
the Stone has been reshaped and much altered since it left Scone. This volume assembles, for the
ﬁrst time, the complementary evidence derived from history, archaeology and conservation, and
presents a factual account of the Coronation Chair and the Stone of Scone, not as separate
artefacts, but as the entity that they have been for seven centuries. Their combined signiﬁcance
to the British Monarchy and State – and to the history and archaeology of the English and Scottish
nations – is greater than the sum of their parts. Also published here for the ﬁrst time is the second
Coronation Chair, made for Queen Mary II in 1689. Finally, accounts are given of the various fullsize replica chairs in Britain and Canada, along with a selection of the many models in metal and
ceramic which have been made during the last two centuries.
The Emerald Tablet Dennis William Hauck 1999-03-01 The Emerald Tablet—an ancient document
that contains the essence of the alchemical teachings—has had an important inﬂuence on many
Western spiritual and religious traditions. Ostensibly concerned with turning base metals into
gold, alchemy was in fact dedicated to transforming the lead of self into the gold of spirit. This
brilliant history of alchemy traces its sources back to ancient Egypt, and presents alchemy as a
useful, practical system of self-transformation. Each of the seven steps of alchemical
transformation is explained, with hands-on techniques and exercises, treating alchemy as a living
discipline for achieving a spiritual awakening.
Fatal Harmony Kate Rhodes 2019-03-27 A London forensic psychologist pursues a serial killer with
a passion for music and revenge in this crime thriller by the author of Blood Symmetry. Adrian
Stone believes he is a genius. A narcissist, with a psychotic desire to pursue his ambition to
become the world’s most revered pianist, Stone joined London’s Royal College of Music as a child
prodigy, believing his path to fame was secure. But when his parents decided to send him back to
school, he slaughtered them and his older sister in their Richmond home, landing himself in
Rampton’s high-security unit. Nine years later Stone escapes with two goals in mind: to kill those
who denied his destiny and pursue his musical ambitions. As bodies start to appear around
London, Dr. Alice Quentin is brought in from the Met’s Forensic Psychology Unit. But when she
realizes her name is on Stone’s list of potential victims, the case becomes personal. Working
alongside her boyfriend, DI Don Burns, London’s most successful murder investigator, Alice must
stop Stone to save her own life. She soon realizes that there is logic to the music left at each
murder scene, and thinks she’s cracked the case, but little does she know what Stone has in store
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for his grand ﬁnale . . . Fatal Harmony is a compelling crime thriller that will appeal to fans of
authors like Helen Fields, Elly Griﬃths, and Mari Hannah.
The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 1885
Gods and Humans in the Ancient Near East Tyson L. Putthoﬀ 2020-09-30 In this book, Tyson
Putthoﬀ explores the relationship between gods and humans, and between divine nature and
human nature, in the Ancient Near East. In this world, gods lived among humans. The two groups
shared the world with one another, each playing a special role in maintaining order in the cosmos.
Humans also shared aspects of a godlike nature. Even in their natural condition, humans enjoyed
a taste of the divine state. Indeed, gods not only lived among humans, but also they lived inside
them, taking up residence in the physical body. As such, human nature was actually a composite
of humanity and divinity. Putthoﬀ oﬀers new insights into the ancients' understanding of
humanity's relationship with the gods, providing a comparative study of this phenomenon from
the third millennium BCE to the ﬁrst century CE.
5-Minute Messages for Children Donald Hinchey 1992 Presents brief interactive Biblical
lessons on a variety of subjects, including faith, money, and Christmas.
The War for Iron: Element of Civilization Lazlo Ferran 2015-10-10 Features 9 colour
illustrations from the Iron series: Mobile Command Station (MCS) Mark 6 SU 401 Fighter X.77
Laser Pistol Ischian Clover Leaf Laser Riﬂe Ischian Light Cruiser Battleship John F. Kennedy Ischian
Battleship Lu-kshîa LC5150 "Bullpup" Laser Carbine Please note: these images may not display
correctly on all devices. Links to online images, most high resolution, are provided. Don't miss the
opportunity to download Running, prequel to the Iron series, FREE on Google Play. Book 1: Too
Bright the Sun A man hell-bent on revenge for the death of his friend, in battle! Seeking revenge
for the death of a friend ten long years ago, Major Jake Nanden has pursued his own personal
demons with an almost religious fervour through life and through battle. He is a soldier so highly
decorated for bravery that his fame reaches far beyond the desolate Jupiter moon, Io, where his
battalion is stationed. His victories in the Jupiter Wars are hollow though, for he is a man scared of
his own soul. His life seems to be a trap from which he cannot escape. His is the Replicant
Company, and replicants, or clones, are despised by all. Book 2: Unknown Place, Unknown
Universe Three rookie space cadets crash on an unknown planet with aliens hot on their tail!
While a dissident alien scientist struggles to control time, he discovers that his wife will betray
him. His favourite student discovers a way to see into the past but ﬁnd himself surrounded by
enemies in a complex, fragmenting culture. Meanwhile, Stone, douchebag son of Iron Cross
winner Jake Nanden, a nerd and a feminist from the Space Fleet Academy crash-land on an
unknown planet after falling through a worm-hole in this gripping and visionary science ﬁction
thriller. Called Anubians by humans, the jackal-headed aliens are now revealed as Ischians but
they are hiding something on this unknown planet in an unknown universe. Stone's world is
shattered while he tries to escape and warn Earth of danger. Book 3: Worlds Like Dust Domes now
cover Earth's big cities and soon a force ﬁeld will trap Earth inside! The jackal-headed Ischians are
here! When General Jake Nanden retired from the USAC, he could never have guessed that his
greatest battle was still to come. Since then, he has joined a spiritual cult called the Blue Path,
trying to establish communication with a few peaceful Ischians. But now his world has been torn
apart; his wife and youngest son have been killed, probably his eldest too and the Los Angeles
and Washington citizens sweat it out under inescapable alien domes. His son, Stone, warned him
of the invasion and he joined up with Gary Enquine to form a rudimentary resistance network.
Now, they must ﬁnd a way to rise up and defeat the conquerors of Earth! Nanden must escape
and unite the remaining human and clone forces, scattered across the Solar System. Likened to a
cross between Blade Runner and Paths of Glory, you simply must read this beautifully
constructed, intensely dark and powerful Science Fiction thriller Series, if you love Phillip K. Dick
and Isaac Asimov. Character interview with Jake Nanden. Name (s): Jake Nanden Age: 34 Please
tell us a little about yourself. I am 5'11', dark hair, short - Army cut, slightly curly. Green eyes.
Describe your appearance in 10 words or less. Getting middle aged, slightly paunchy with drying
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skin - like paper in places - except my mech arm. That's synthetic skin on there and as smooth
and supple as the day it was sprayed on. I even had mine tattooed but don't tell anyone. Would
you kill for those you love? I kill every day - most days - to keep my culture intact. I would say that
is killing for those I love. Of course there is a moral code... And as a soldier the moral code is
almost everything. After a while... killing... it sometimes seems to be the only thing you have left.
Family are too far away. Keywords: ancient egypt novels, ancient history ﬁction, black holes and
time warps, Anubis book, wormhole books, sciﬁ, dystopia, thriller, war, Io, Jupiter, iron, cross,
android, robot, cyborg, valour, gallant, Greg Bear, lost starship, pods, tanks, armour, military,
assault, starship troopers, blade runner, Clarke, Asimov, medal, mechanical arm, ﬁrst contact,
violent ,dog-like, replicants, genes, manipulation, aliens, Anubis, jackal, paths of glory, gears of
war, dystopia, clones,
I.F. Stone's Bi-weekly Isidor Feinstein Stone 1960
Message from the President of the United States, Transmitting a Letter, Accompanied
by Testimony, Addressed to Him by Hon. John Sherman and Others, in Relation to the
Canvass of the Vote for Electors in the State of Louisiana United States. President
(1869-1877 : Grant) 1876
Gold Fame Citrus Claire Vaye Watkins 2015-09-29 Named a Best Book of the Year by The
Washington Post, NPR, Vanity Fair, LA Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Huﬃngton Post, The
Atlantic, Reﬁnery 29, Men's Journal, Ploughshares, Lit Hub, Book Riot, Los Angeles Magazine,
Powells, BookPage and Kirkus Reviews The much-anticipated ﬁrst novel from a Story Prize-winning
“5 Under 35” ﬁction writer. In 2012, Claire Vaye Watkins’s story collection, Battleborn, swept
nearly every award for short ﬁction. Now this young writer, widely heralded as a once-in-ageneration talent, returns with a ﬁrst novel that harnesses the sweeping vision and deep heart
that made her debut so arresting to a love story set in a devastatingly imagined near future:
Unrelenting drought has transﬁgured Southern California into a surreal, phantasmagoric
landscape. With the Central Valley barren, underground aquifer drained, and Sierra snowpack
entirely depleted, most “Mojavs,” prevented by both armed vigilantes and an indiﬀerent
bureaucracy from freely crossing borders to lusher regions, have allowed themselves to be
evacuated to internment camps. In Los Angeles’ Laurel Canyon, two young Mojavs—Luz, once a
poster child for the Bureau of Conservation and its enemies, and Ray, a veteran of the “forever
war” turned surfer—squat in a starlet’s abandoned mansion. Holdouts, they subsist on rationed
cola and whatever they can loot, scavenge, and improvise. The couple’s fragile love somehow
blooms in this arid place, and for the moment, it seems enough. But when they cross paths with a
mysterious child, the thirst for a better future begins. They head east, a route strewn with danger:
sinkholes and patrolling authorities, bandits and the brutal, omnipresent sun. Ghosting after them
are rumors of a visionary dowser—a diviner for water—and his followers, who whispers say have
formed a colony at the edge of a mysterious sea of dunes. Immensely moving, profoundly
disquieting, and mind-blowingly original, Watkins’s novel explores the myths we believe about
others and tell about ourselves, the double-edged power of our most cherished relationships, and
the shape of hope in a precarious future that may be our own.
Report of the Meeting of the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science
1895
Hot Stone Massage Alison Trulock 2008 Hot stone massage is a unique variant of massage
therapy that employs heated stones to release physical tension and calm the nervous system.
The stones’ warmth and weight help the recipient focus more intently on the massage, and to be
more receptive to its beneﬁts. This superb introduction explains everything about this ancient
healing practice, from which stones to choose (color, smoothness, shape, and mineral content
matter) to which strokes to use. Along with attractive instructional photos throughout, there’s
information on setting up the massage, working diﬀerent parts of the body, stimulating the chakra
points, and alleviating speciﬁc symptoms—including muscular aches, back pain, arthritis,
circulatory problems, and insomnia.
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The Warrior's Stone Matthew Duncan 2014-07-08 The year is 2319. Lt. Comm Roy O'Hara leads
his squadron against the enemy's latest Super Destroyer and is shot down over an unexplored
planet. The planet holds secrets to a long lost alien weapon and the key to Roy's own destiny.
Near death Roy is found by Katreena, a beautiful and mysterious woman. When she ﬁnds Roy,
he's broken and battered, and saves his life with the Boto Stone. Yet she is unaware that by doing
so she will create a deep bond and awaken an aﬀect not seen for hundreds of years; the ability to
communicate to each other in dreams. An unguarded moment leads to a forbidden night of
intimacy; an act of betrayal to the crown, an act that will put both their lives in jeopardy. Katreena
ﬂees to save them both. Danger increases as their secret may be discovered and war erupts on
their planet.
Proclamation and Celebration Susan K. Hedahl 2012-01-01 "Proclamation and Celebration focuses
homiletically on the six principal festivals of the church year: Christmas, Epiphany, Easter,
Ascension, Pentecost, and Holy Trinity. Central to the complicated development of lectionaries
over the centuries, these festivals have anchored the church year, primarily because they are
speciﬁcally enunciated in biblical materials.Susan Hedahl argues for the importance of viewing
these festivals both as a unit and individually from a doctrinal perspective in light of the dynamic
and theological expressions of God's lively relationship with humanity. Exploring the possibilities
in the biblical narratives that ground each festival, Hedahl helps the preacher create sermons that
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ﬁnd joyous resonance in the liturgical, spiritual, ecumenical, theological, cultural, and educational
activities of congregational life. After an initial introduction to the festivals as a group, six
chapters address each speciﬁc festival, describing the history, biblical texts, doctrines, cultural
issues, and possibilities attendant on the festival. Throughout the book, Hedahl uses sermon
excerpts by many preachers to illustrate strategies, choosing materials from a wide range of
times, styles, and cultures" -- Publisher description.
Methodist Magazine and Review 1902
Hot stone massage Margaret Riley 2013-03-01 A user-friendly, easy-to-follow book meant to give
hot stone massage habitué more insights on this ancient treatment. The book covers the most
important aspects for giving a hot stone massage including the diﬀerent accessories needed,
basic massage techniques, along with the most common ailments that hot stone massages can
help to solve. The appendices complete this book with a description of the diﬀerent types of
strokes used in a hot stone massage along with the types of stone and their best use depending
upon their size and shape.
The Southeastern Reporter 1907
An Illustrated History of the State of Iowa Charles Richard Tuttle 1876
Engineering 1873
Hearings United States. Congress. House. Committee on Un-American Activities 1957
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